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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRPERSON

Prof. Dr. Kazi Shahidullah
Chairperson, BdREN Trust and
Chairman, UGC

year into the pandemic invading the
country with all its cruelty, it’s heartening to
see that we are still alive and vigilant, either
being infected and recuperated, or somehow
escaping the deadly virus. Almost all of us who
are over 40 could get our second vaccine shot
completed. Thanks to the virologists and medical scientists for their outstanding efforts in
producing the vaccination in such a short time.
However, we also didn’t sit idle. While the virologists and scientists had engaged themselves
to ensure the wellbeing of the people, we devoted ourselves to give life a better value by
ensuring delivery of seamless education to the
students, particularly students of higher education community, in order to ensure the best
use of their time and to make their lives worthy
and meaningful.
As soon as the first COVID-19 patient was detected on March 08, 2020 in our country, the
government started pondering about containing the infection and as a result it came with the
decision to close all the educational institutes
including the universities since March 17, 2020.
Without wasting a single minute, UGC with the
help of the Ministry of Education allowed the
universities to move forward with the online
education program speculating well that this
pandemic is not going to subside shortly. We
from BdREN provided the universities to use
our video collaboration software “Zoom” application licenses free of cost. Considering the
comfort and flexibility of the “Zoom” application, faculty members embraced our decision

and started using the software with open heart
and fullest delight.
As the rate of usage of Zoom application grew
at an exponential rate, it started creating enormous pressure on our licensing cap. BdREN,
with its exceptional innovation skill, came up
with a self-made software in quickest possible
time which increased the licensing efficiency of
“Zoom” by many times. As a result, we have
around 15,000 faculty members registered to
BdREN Zoom Platform at the moment. Furthermore, all the classes are being held at BdREN
Data Center which has enhanced the audio/
video quality while at the same time has reduced the cost of usage.
Because of the enormous popularity of the
“Zoom” application, BdREN had to facilitate
conducting more than 1000 classes during
busy hour of the day which created phenomenal pressure on the computing resources of
BdREN Data Center. BdREN’s young engineers,
from their research outcome, could introduce a
completely new virtualization software which
enhanced the overall computing efficiency of
the platform. In addition to that, BdREN Board
of Trustee took steps to procure new computing resources in the shortest possible time to
cater to meeting the surging demand of the
community. This enabled BdREN to extend the
Zoom application facility to some of the higher
secondary colleges.
Our next challenge was to mitigate the digital
divide. Marginalized students living in rural areas started complaining about the poor quality
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of telecom networks, about the unavailability of access devices and also about the cost of attending classes. It is true that the network
problem has been still there because it needs a substantial amount of investment as well as a significant amount time on the part of telecom operators. However, as far as access devices are concerned UGC could manage providing 41,501 smart phones to be distributed
among the economically challenged students on 04 November, 2020 on interest-free loan. It is worthy to be mentioned here that with
the technical assistance of BdREN, UGC could convince the state-owned mobile operator Teletalk Bangladesh Limited to come forward
to provide “Online Zoom Classes” being conducted from BdREN Data Center free of cost. Also, BdREN was intricately involved in the
signing of the MoUs with other telecom operators through which the students were able to use the “Online Classes” at 30% of normal
data usage cost.
BdREN didn’t only support Bangladeshi students. When Nepal Research and Education Network (NREN) solicited BdREN’s support for
using its Data Center to conduct their online classes, BdREN allowed Nepal REN to use a part of its computing resources to conduct
their classes. This was an example of amazing collaboration that happened in the REN community for the very first time. The facility enabled the computing resources of one REN (BdREN) to be shared with one of its global counterparts (NREN). Also, similar collaboration
was extended to Sri Lanka REN (LEARN) in figuring out its problems in rendering video conferencing services and helping it in resolving
them. LEARN, also came forward with its innovative concepts and ideas to help BdREN. We express our gratefulness to them.
On behalf of BdREN, I would also express our gratitude to NORDUnet, the Regional REN of Nordic Countries, for providing BdREN with
the Zoom Licenses as a part of its commitment under a joint collaboration project financed by Asi@Connect and jointly conducted by
BdREN and NORDUnet. Although the allocated licenses were not to be used in production mode, yet considering the urge and demand
of the situation, NORDUnet allowed BdREN and other beneficiary countries to use the application in serving the dire need of the community. NORDUnet also helped BdREN by increasing the number of allocated licenses by a significant margin when demand soared to
its maximum.
In a way it was an exponent of highest level of collaboration among the REN community that enabled everything happen, the way you
are watching and experiencing it right now.
The challenges, which are on the table now, are to ensure a full-blown learning management system available to the universities, assuring
delivery of asynchronous mode of education, creating a platform for online assessment and conducting hands-on laboratory activities
and many others. We are seriously contemplating about the effective and affordable solutions. I am confident that with support from
all relevant stakeholders and beneficiaries, we will be able to withstand all such challenges in no time to better serve the community.
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Figure 1: Chronology of post-pandemic events

COVID-19 pandemic had a catastrophic impact on the world economy and Bangladesh was not an exception. Not to mention that it played
an equally significant role in transforming the mode of pedagogy in the higher education sector of Bangladesh causing a shift in its business
focus for BdREN. Before the pandemic, most of the universities and medical colleges, if not all of them, use to conduct only on-campus
classes. No sooner than COVID-19 patient was first traced in Bangladesh, government declared a complete closure of all the universities and
higher education institutes. With the apprehension of the pandemic not letting up in near future, University Grants Commission (UGC) of
Bangladesh approved conducting online classes. The chronology of events is depicted in Figure 1. It is observed that on March 08 the first
COVID affected patient was detected in Bangladesh and on March 16 all higher education Institutions were closed.
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Figure 2: Plunging of Internet and Research Traffic
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s shown in Figure 2, the closure resulted
in a huge drop in both Internet and Research
traffic. This plummeting of traffic came as an
initial threat of losing bandwidth demand and
thereby losing revenue as a fallout. However, as soon as government approved online
classes, BdREN unfolded its repository containing 5000 Zoom Licenses which was obtained from an Asi@Connect project jointly
owned by BdREN and NORDUnet. BdREN
came up with the offer that it can distribute
all such licenses among the faculty members
free-of-cost to conduct online classes. UGC
immediately took the offer as a solution to
be extended to the universities which were
badly needing such boost. Through a letter
circulated to all the Vice-Chancellors, both
public and private university, UGC extended
the offer to use the Zoom accounts received
from BdREN free-of-cost.

Research Traffic, Mbps: Year 2020

The free of cost allocation of Zoom Accounts
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came as a blessing amidst the deadly pandemic which the university administrators and faculties could not even dream of. Although they
had options of using Google or Microsoft Teams
but the quality of Zoom in terms of features and
consumption of bandwidth excelled others by
miles, at least during that period of time when
Google Meet and Microsoft Teams were both
at their infancy. The faculties grabbed the opportunity with open heart and within 30 days of
introduction of the service the total Zoom User
reached almost 40 times.
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You can see the exponential growth of the
Zoom Accounts in Figure 3. The popularity was
so enormous that for the first couple of months
the number of accounts almost doubled every
month and it became stable only around July
2020 when BdREN was compelled to introduce
other alternative solutions to mitigate this unbridled demand. Also, the number of meetings as
depicted in Figure 4 displays a similar trend of
exponential surge.
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igure 5 shows that out of 150 universities in the country
68 universities came forward to use the Zoom Application
provided by BdREN. Altogether around 15,000 faculty
members joined with the initiative extended by BdREN.
The highest number of faculty members which is more
than 800 registered from Dhaka University. 7(seven) universities have been found to have more than 300 registered faculties. It vindicates the staggering popularity of
BdREN provided “On-prem” Zoom Application license.
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Figure 4: Surge in Number of Classes
with a peak in June, 2020
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t is to be mentioned that the Zoom facility was not kept
limited to conducting classes only. Universities started arranging large virtual meetings using “Zoom Large Meeting”
facilities against which BdREN had 100 Licenses and “Zoom
WebiNar” facility against which BdREN had only 5 Licenses. Due to limitations in number of such licenses BdREN
had to manage it as and when needed basis. BdREN 7x24
Network Operations Center kept on providing necessary
support as soon as it was asked for. To be mentioned that
both the Zoom Large Meeting and Zoom WebiNar could
accommodate 500 participants.
Figure 6 demonstrates the increased popularity of Zoom
WebiNar over the period of time. But, in the midst of all
such thumping successes, were there any challenges? Yes,
a plethora of challenges was encountered which started
mounting on BdREN management commanding all its innovative technical as well as managerial capabilities to address them.

Participants

Figure 6: Month-wise Number of WebiNars and attended Participants
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CHALLENGES
Faced by BdREN &

M E A S U R E S TA K E N
License Crisis

A

s mentioned, requests started rushing in to the 7x24 BdREN Network Operations Center (NOC) for enabling the Zoom Account.
To give you an idea about the country’s higher education sector it is better to note here that we have around 150 universities, 50
of them being Public and 100 being Private. In addition, such facilities were extended partially to the Medical Colleges, Polytechnique Institutes and Higher Secondary Colleges. Requests that used to be originated from anyone of them were not overturned.
Altogether in the university category alone we have around 35,000 faculty members. You can easily imagine what could be the
sources of the crisis. Even if 50% of them had decided to go with the Zoom Platform BdREN’s capacity would have overflown. What
could be the immediate solution? Asking for additional licenses from our License Provider NORDUnet. But at that point of time
while everyone was hankering after video collaboration application, was NORDUnet in a position to provide us additional licenses
to cater our need? It’s true that there was no problem in asking for it. But how many additional licenses we could ask for? 5000 in
addition to existing 5000 was thought to be rational figure although our need was way more than that. Even if NORDUnet would
have agreed to issue the additional amount, the problem would still continue. We had to invent some alternatives.
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ertainly, “Necessity is the mother of Invention”.
The crying need forced BdREN to come up with
an innovative idea. The idea incubated based on
the fact that once a Zoom Account is given to a
faculty member, the account is used only while
the faculty member schedules his/her meeting.
Rest of the time the account remains unused.
Hence, creating a Zoom Account against a faculty email address and offering him/her the access which was the traditional solution proved to
be the inefficient and unworthy. Such scenario is
shown in Figure 7.
This type of traditional solution resulted in a very
poor efficiency of the allotted accounts. On the
contrary if the account could be made virtual
and if the faculty was only given a particular slot
against that account the efficiency of usage could
be maximized and that brought BdREN the solution. The innovative solution is displayed in Figure 8. It is portrayed in the figure that a scheduler
has been placed in-between the faculties as service recipient and the Zoom Application as service provider. In “Traditional Usage”, accounts for
each faculty member used to be created in the

Figure 7: Traditional Usage of Zoom Application
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Although the “Scheduler” application program named
as vSession had its charm and excitement in usage and
BdREN software team could develop it in a period of
2(two) months, yet it didn’t have the flexibility to support
all the Zoom features like personal meeting ID, recurrent
meeting, polling and few others. Since beginning BdREN
team has been working on activating those features to
make vSession accounts replicate similar functionalities
that provided by direct Zoom Accounts and the effort
are still ongoing..

As many Faculties

Zoom Application server. Now in “Adaptive Usage” all
accounts of faculty members are created in the scheduler which is nothing but a software application. Each individual faculty will log in to the “Scheduler” application
to schedule his/her class. The scheduler will use “Zoom”
account to create the class on behalf of the faculty member. If another faculty wants to schedule his/her class at
a different time, the same zoom account may be used.
Only in case another faculty member wants to create his/
her class at the same time some other zoom account will
be used. By using the same zoom account to serve multiple faculty members at distributed time period, the efficiency of zoom account could be increased to a theoretical level of 100%. That’s the algorithm which was set in
the “Scheduler” application, which helped BdREN solve
the licensing limitations during this period of crisis.
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Figure 8: Adaptive usage of Zoom Licenses

OVERFLOWING ZOOM
G L O B A L D ATA C E N T E R

I

mmediately after BdREN started offering the service in production mode, NORDUnet started raising its voice by saying that traffic
from all such events was overpowering its Data Center. Hence, NORDUnet came down on us that if this could not be addressed, they
were going to withdraw the licenses. In fact, NORDUnet was quite right in saying so. In line with the licensing offer from NORDUnet,
BdREN was not allowed to use the licenses in production mode. It was allocated only for testing and research purpose. Henc, NORDUnet cannot be blamed for such ruling. To break he impasse, LEARN (Sri Lanka Research and Education Network), which was also
a beneficiary country under this project came up with another discovery known as “On-prem” licensing solution which allowed the
Zoom “Zone Controller” and “Multi Media Router” software to be installed locally so that the classes could be created in local Data
Center and the traffic could be incarcerated within the country thereby releasing the Global Data Center. Following the footsteps of
LEARN, BdREN also did the same which stopped the overflow of traffic at NORDUnet Data Center. NORDUnet became more than
pleased. In fact, NORDUnet was so empathetic and cordial that it extended BdREN Licenses to 7500 from initially allocated 5000,
which came as a boon in mitigating the licensing crisis as well.
Interestingly On-prem Zoom solution had double-edged benefits. Since the data could be captivated within the national boundary,
only the intra-net traffic was used and there was no internet traffic. It saved the providers huge amount of cost in terms of bandwidth
and gave the users better performance as the delay, packet loss and jitter all dipped lower.
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CHOKING of BdREN
DATA C E N T E R

W

ith On-prem Licensing the computing and memory capacity of BdREN Data Center was put to test. With ever increasing number
of meetings particularly during the day time from 10:00am to 01:00pm almost the full computing and memory available at BdREN Data
Center started getting consumed. Figure 9 Demonstrates the distribution of daily meetings on a random week day [18 January, 2021].
On this very day [18 January, 2021] the Busy Hour appears to be 10am-11am which carried almost 17% of total volume of traffic for that
particular day. Time Consistent Busy Hour (TCBH) also being 10am-11am or 11am-12pm and volume of traffic was way too high in comparison to the rest of the day.
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A

lthough it was requested to the community to be little sagacious in avoiding scheduling the class during peak hours and distribute
the classes consistently over the period from
09:00am to 05:00pm, the request fell into
deaf ears. Hence a technical solution was very
much on the card. The following solutions
could be unfolded to overcome the crisis:
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- Finally, as a solution requiring a bit of extended time period, procurement of a couple of
Server Blades was accomplished which completed in and around the month of December
2020. This came as a big relief for BdREN.
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- Changing the Virtualization Software from
VMWare to Proxmox which worked like a
magic. In a 20-core server blade having 96GB
RAM we could only create 12 MMRs with the
underlying platform being VMWare. The same
server with Proxmox platform replacing VMWare the capacity almost doubled. This came
as a fruitful and viable solution.

1000

00-01

- Automatically scheduling the research applications, which were being conducted by
researchers of different universities, to a period of day when online class load is minimum.
This could make some of the computing and
memory resources free during peak hours for
conducting online classes.

Figure 9: Distribution of Daily Meeting [18 January, 2021]
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SURGING of
IXP TRAFFIC

I

n terms of traffic routing, the “On-prem” solution had its flip side. Though it could result in enhancing the performance of the traffic by limiting the traffic
within the country, it started overloading our IXP connectivity. Initially to start with we had two redundant connectivity with two different IXPs namely
BDIX (Bangladesh Internet Exchange) and AIX (Aamra Internet Exchange). The link capacity of BDIX connectivity was 1Gbps whereas the same with AIX
was 10Gbps. With BDIX sharing most of the traffic as illustrated in Figure 10 we had no other option than to establish dual connectivity with the said IX
to make sure that even with one fiber cut the traffic stays within the perimeter of the country.
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owever, the burgeoning traffic
growth resulted from the exponential growth in number of classes
conducted under Zoom Platform
forced us to enhance the bandwidth between BDIX and BdREN to
10Gbps, which was done on June
2020 [Figure 11].
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Figure 10: Growth of Traffic in BDIX and AIX [Data expresses bandwidth in Mbps]
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A

s demonstrated in Figure 11, full
redundancy was established by establishing dual connectivity [both
10Gbps] with BDIX on September
2020 to keep high volume of traffic within the country even with a
fiber-cut in any of the links. Since,
the growth of traffic through AIX
was not that significant, single 10G
connectivity with AIX has been
maintained.

Capacity: 10Gbps
Date: February, 2020
Description: Link was
established by
drawing optical fiber
from UGC to BCC

BdREN- IXP

CONNECTIVITY ROADMAP
FOR ROUTING DOMESTIC INTERNET TRAFFIC

Figure 11: BdREN-IXP Connectivity Roadmap
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CHALLENGES
FACED BY END-USERS

A

survey was conducted by UGC supported by BdREN among the students which unfolded information about the challenges
being encountered by the end-users. The survey was conducted from 09 May to 15 May, 2020 and total number of respondents in
the conducted survey was 19,218 students. In the survey students were asked about their mode of access and the responses came
as in Figure 12:
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he survey revealed that 76% of users use “Mobile Data” for accessing online classes. Subsequently
question was asked about the major challenges they had been facing in doing online classes. The responses were far more revealing as depicted in Figure 13.
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t was found that the top two obstacles where the “Quality of Last mile Connectivity” and “Internet Cost”. With regard to Last mile
Connectivity BdREN could hardly provide any immediate and charismatic solution as it mostly depends on the development of mobile infrastructure in the country. There is no doubt that Bangladesh is now enjoying almost 100% tele-density, however it needs to
be borne in mind that such coverage mostly pertains to the voice connectivity in remote places and cannot ensure the quality which
a state-of-the-art technology like video conferencing demands. Even the fiber-to-the-home [FTTH] connectivity which is there in
most of the major cities suffered in quality because of shift in traffic resulted from home-office during the initial period of time when
people were compelled to do home-offices. In this regard BdREN could only set some best practices which could be followed to
reduce the demand of bandwidth such as keeping the video switched off for the participants and also to make the session recorded
and getting it uploaded and to use it at a later time by the students. It goes without saying that the sessions conducted over Zoom
Platform were far more bandwidth efficient than Microsoft Teams or Google Meet. But there is no denying that even with distribution of free Zoom Licenses among the community a big percentage of faculty members still clung to Microsoft Teams and Google
Meet mostly due to their inertia, which kept on contributing in deterioration of service quality even further.
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MEASURES TAKEN IN
REDUCING BANDWIDTH COST

H

owever, in terms of reducing the burden of “Internet Cost” BdREN could play a significant role. First of all, with repeated request
to Telecom Operators BdREN could convince Teletalk Bangladesh Limited, the only public mobile operator in the country, to offer
Zoom Bandwidth free-of-cost. As Teletalk had no direct connectivity with domestic Internet Exchanges BdREN had to pull optical
fiber all the way to Teletalk Gateway from its nearest handhole in order to create direct peering.
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T

o enhance the redundancy of the connectivity,
two such connectivity was established in two different routes to two separate gateways of Teletalk
– the primary one having a capacity of 10G and the
secondary one carrying a traffic of 1G. The distribution of bandwidth in BdREN-Teletalk direct link is
portrayed in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Traffic in BdREN-Teletalk direct link
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in Bangladesh, offered mobile
data pack at 30% of normal cost

15 Nov 2020
Robi
the second biggest mobile
operator in Bangladesh, offered
mobiledata pack at 30% of
normal cost

Figure 15: Schedule of Success of Negotiation with Telecom Operators

A

lthough it was expected that the other operators will follow suit, however it took a long time to convince other operators and bring
them on track. It was not possible to cajole them come to term exactly same as that of Teletalk, because they didn’t give their concurrence to provide Zoom services free of cost, nevertheless all three big operators came with data package with at least 70% abated
cost. The brief of the offered packages and the date of such offerings are presented in Figure 15.
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DELIVERY OF SMART PHONES
ON INTEREST FREE LOANS

T

he University Grants Commission decided to provide 41,501 public university students with Tk 8,000 each interest-free loans
so that they could buy smartphones and attend online classes amid the pandemic. The money was planned to be arranged from
UGC’s own funds.
The regulatory body of universities sought the funds from the education ministry, but since it was taking time to respond, the
UGC decided to go ahead with the project on its own. This covered around 14% of the students who were studying at 39 Public
Universities. The list of the students was prepared by the university authority and was forwarded to UGC.
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COLLABORATION
AMONG NRENS

The biggest benefit that COVID-19 could usher is the highest level of collaboration among the NREN community.
Some of the noteworthy ones are:
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Allocation of
additional ZOOM LICENSES
by NORDUnet
WHEN IT WAS MOST NEEDED:
As mentioned before NORDUnet
showed its highest level of empathy and magnanimity by almost
doubling the initially provided license amount to all the 5(five) active participants of the project.

vince the Telecom Operators to
provide Zoom Services free-ofcost. However, as soon as LEARN
could make that happen, it advised BdREN to do the same and
BdREN followed suit. LEARN provided necessary help to BdREN by
providing the necessary files and
documents. Eventually Nepal REN
also did the same. Hence, it was a
chain of collaboration among the
NREN which made the project truly successful.

Sharing of
INFORMATION
by LEARN
HELPED BdREN IMPLEMENT:

Sharing of
DATA CENTER resources
by BdREN with NEPAL REN for
ZOOM MMR SERVICE:

The prime mover behind the success of this project was to run the
application in production mode
which was only allowed by NORDUnet once they could be made
satisfied with the traffic not travelling all the way to their Data Center. The architect behind this invention of technology was LEARN and
BdREN was the follower. LEARN
did it because the framework gave
them an additional edge to con-

BdREN made an unique venture
in supporting the Video Conferencing Services of Nepal Research
and Education Network by hosting the Multi-Media Router (MMR)
Servers of Zoom Application in the
BdREN Data Center platform. Engineers of both BdREN and NREN
with their sincere effort could finally end up their configuration
and testing and finally commissioned the service on 22 Septem-

ber, 2020. This was the first of its
kind initiative by any NREN in Asia
to share its Data Center capacity.
With high demand from the community during this time of the outbreak and upsurge of COVID-19 and
with Nepal REN not having enough
computing resources, BdREN came
forward with its spare Data Center
capacity to help out NREN honoring
its requests.
BdREN hopes that with application
of policy routing, the traffic generated against the services could be
routed through the TEIN platform
which could be one step forward
towards meeting the long standing objective of Asi@Connect to increase the research traffic. At the
same time this sharing of computing resources might enhance the
utilization of resources of those
NRENs having spare capacity in
their Data Center and thus it might
result in increased level of cooperation and brotherhood among the
NRENs provided such concurrences
are ensured.
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Creation of
ZONE CONTROLLER in
BdREN Data Center for LEARN
TO IDENTIFY AND REMEDY FAULTS:

Whenever either LEARN or BdREN face any issues with their setup they approach each other for exchanging necessary views
and advice. Once on January 11, 2021 it was found by LEARN that meeting reports were not getting generated. Hence, information with regard to the participant’s list and other logs were missing. LEARN needed a quick resolution of the problem but Zoom
Support couldn’t offer them any. The severity of the problem reached its highest echelon on January 16 when LEARN on-prem
Zoom Server stopped working. LEARN tried to reinstall the servers, but the problem persisted. On January 18 responding to
a request initiated by LEARN, BdREN provided them with two standby ZC servers for troubleshooting purpose. Immediately it
was found that the Zone Controller from BdREN was working. Hence, it could be inferred that the problem was with LEARN’s
Zone Controller. Further exploration revealed that the Linux Kernel version of LEARN’s Zone Controllers was slightly updated
than BdREN’s Zone Controllers. And it was suspected that due to some recent changes made at Zoom side resulted this problem. Under that circumstance LEARN technical team copied the entire disk of BdREN ZC and deployed the copied version on
their ZC. And this innovative approach could solve the LEARN’s on-prem zoom server problem. BdREN and LEARN is working
hand-in-hand to resolve the issues as soon as they are identified even before Zoom Support Center responds. This is one of the
many instances which needed collaborative support from each other. Such highest level of collaboration has kept the venture
moving towards its skyrocketing success.
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FUTURE PLAN
OF BdREN

I

t is undeniable that BdREN has utilised its resources to the best of its capacity in supporting the cause of their member institutions at the time when it was most needed by its members. It will have lingering impact in the mind of the beneficiaries
and will benefit BdREN in the long run. However, moment of complacency may pull anyone out of focus and thereby out of
business. Considering that fact BdREN has to plan proactively about what is most needed by the market at the moment and
to come forward with the offer. Here are the few which have been identified.
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Managing
CENTRALIZED LEARNING
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS):
At the moment, it is either not there
or mostly managed by the Member
Institutions on their own. BdREN is
planning to create individual Virtual
Machines for each individual institute
and installing and customizing “Moodle” for respective institute.

ASYNCHRONOUS MODE
of delivery of LECTURES:

It is a well-accepted fact that the
synchronous mode of delivery of
lectures has lost its charm. With
litany of attractive “youtube” videos available only a click away,
students are getting increasingly
fascinated to viewing and learning
from playing recorded contents.
With availability of smart phones,
tabs and laptops it is very difficult
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for students to keep themselves
focused to class lectures for longer period of time. There is opportunity if quality video can be produced and if that can be delivered
as contents for students to play
whenever they like and get back
to the teacher with questions if
they have any. That mode of pedagogy will eventually become the
order of the day. But, for recording
of such quality videos the university professors should be encouraged to come forward supported
by appropriate infrastructural support. BdREN is planning to create
that infrastructure at the university
level to support the cause.
Creating PLATFORM for

taking ONLINE ASSESMENT:
Developing some Artificial Intelligence (AI) based Assessment System for the universities.

Reducing the

TRAFFIC
in the IXP Link:
An important point came to the
fore in the recently concluded
APAN51. During a discussion forum on “Post Covid Internet Development and accessibility Challenges” reduction of REN-IXP traffic
using IPv6 multicast or using some
sort of “Proxy Server” at the ISP
end and taking help of the multicasting facility came as a proposal
for testing. It’s a very interesting
topic to work on and it is there in
BdREN’s future plan.

